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Abstract

We present a simple analytic model of the inter-
action of cold convective downwelling currents
with an endothermic phase change. The model
describes the ponding and lateral spreading of
downflows along the phase transition interface.
A simple comparison of the vertical forces on
the ponding material provides a necessary con-
dition for a downflow to penetrate the phase
boundary. This condition is fundamentally de-
pendent on the geometry of the downflow. For
planar downwellings, the model predicts a mini-
mum ponding time before the structure can pen-
etrate the phase boundary. For columnar (ax-
isymmetric) downflows, there is no minimum
time of spreading required before penetration
can proceed. The model thus provides an ex-
planation for the observation that in numerical
models of three-dimensional convection with an
endothermic phase change, cylindrical down-
flows penetrate the phase interface while pla-
nar ones do not. Since descending slabs in the
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Earth’s mantle display a wide spectrum of ge-
ometries between planar and cylindrical (given
various trench curvatures, as well as intersec-
tions of two or more subduction zones), this
phenomenon may explain, in part, why some
slabs appear to extend into the lower mantle
while others are deflected at the 660 km discon-
tinuity.

Introduction

It is now generally accepted that the seismic
discontinuity at 660 km depth in the mantle
[Shearer, 1991; Shearer and Masters, 1992] is
associated with the phase transition from spinel
to perovskite plus magnesiowüstite. The phase
change is an endothermic one with a Clapeyron
slope of−2 to−6 MPa K−1 [Ito and Takahashi,
1989; Ito et al., 1990]. The penetrability of
this boundary by mantle flow has been the sub-
ject of debate for over twenty years [e.g. Silver
et al., 1988]. Evidence of such penetration by
subducting slabs was first suggested by studies
of seismic travel-time anomalies through slabs
[e.g., Creager and Jordan, 1986]. More recently,
however, tomographic images of the Earth’s
mantle indicate that slab penetration is not uni-
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versal. Some descending slabs (e.g., those as-
sociated with the Java, Kuril-Kamchatka and
Mariana trenches) appear to penetrate the phase
transition while other slabs (e.g., ones connected
to the Kurile, Japan and Izu-Bonin trenches) ap-
pear to deflect along the boundary [van der Hilst
et al., 1991; Fukao et al., 1992]. West of the
southern Kuril and Izu-Bonin arcs is a 1000 km
long depression in the 660 km interface which is
consistent with the horizontal deflection of the
subducting slab by this boundary [Shearer and
Masters, 1992].

Recent numerical simulations of mantle con-
vection which incorporate the thermal and dy-
namical effects of an endothermic phase tran-
sition [Machetel and Weber, 1991; Peltier and
Solheim, 1992; Zhao et al., 1992; Tackley
et al., 1993; Weinstein, 1993; Honda et al.,
1993a; Steinbach et al., 1993] have begun to
shed light on the interaction of mantle flow –
in particular mantle downwellings or idealized
slabs – and the 660 km transition. In the nu-
merical models, descending currents impinge
on the phase boundary and their cold tempera-
ture anomaly deflects the phase transition down-
ward. The hydrostatic head from this deflec-
tion results in an upward force which resists the
passage of the downwelling through the phase
change. Cold material piles up and spreads lat-
erally on the phase-change boundary. Eventu-
ally, enough cold material accumulates to over-
come the upward buoyancy force of the phase
transition and the cold material pours through
the phase boundary in what has been termed an
‘avalanche’ or ‘flushing’ event [Tackley et al.,
1993; Honda et al., 1993a]. In two-dimensional
numerical models [both planar and axisymmet-
ric, Zhao et al., 1992; Machetel and Weber,
1991; Peltier and Solheim, 1992; Weinstein,
1993; Steinbach et al., 1993], there are rela-
tively few avalanche events separated by long
periods of time in which convection occurs in
a two-layer mode, i.e., the horizontal phase
change boundary divides the system into sep-
arately convecting layers. The system is in a

one-layer or whole-layer mode of convection
for a relatively short period of time during an
avalanche event. However, in three-dimensional
numerical models [Tackley et al., 1993; Honda
et al., 1993a,b], flushing events occur mainly as
quasi-cylindrical downflows at the intersections
of downwelling sheets and are more numerous
and frequent, if not ubiquitous. Convection in
these models is essentially always in a whole-
layer mode, though its spatial characteristics are
largely controlled by the inhibitory nature of the
endothermic phase change.

The three-dimensional numerical results
therefore suggest that the penetration of the
phase change is significantly determined by the
geometry of the cold descending currents or
slabs. In this paper we explore this suggestion
with a simple analytic theory. The theory
examines the ponding of cold downflows
at an endothermic phase boundary, and the
conditions by which these ponds can eventu-
ally break through the boundary. We seek to
gain basic insight into how slab or downflow
geometry controls the penetration of the phase
transition; in particular, we address the question
of why, in the three-dimensional models, cold
material pours through the phase change in
cylindrical forms, while downwelling sheets do
not penetrate the phase change at all.

Theory

When a cold viscous downwelling impinges on
an endothermic phase-change interface, we as-
sume it first pools, or spreads laterally as a vis-
cous gravity current. This is shown to occur
in numerical models of isoviscous convection,
though the theory to follow is most applicable
if the downwelling is of much higher viscos-
ity than the overlying mantle (and is thus more
consistent with slab-mantle viscosity contrasts).
The downward force this current exerts on the
interface is simply its weight excess (relative to
its surroundings). If the interface is an endother-
mic phase change, it will be deflected downward
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by the cold temperature anomaly of the slab ma-
terial; the negative hydrostatic head due to this
deflection exerts an upward force on the pool-
ing slab material. By comparing the downward
force of the cold spreading gravity current to
the upward force of the deflected boundary, we
can derive a necessary condition for the down-
flow to penetrate an endothermic phase change.
Once the downward force of the gravity cur-
rent exceeds the upward force of the bound-
ary deflection, penetration can occur. However,
this is only a necessary condition for penetra-
tion and does not imply that penetration will im-
mediately proceed. Initiation of penetration de-
pends on several other processes, e.g., the vis-
cous resistance of the lower layer, and diffusion
of the downwelling’s temperature anomaly. In
the following analysis we examine this neces-
sary condition for two-dimensional and cylin-
drically symmetric downflows to provide insight
into how the geometry of a descending cur-
rent influences its ability to penetrate the phase
boundary.

The horizontally averaged downward force
per unit area of a gravity current of thicknessh
on a phase-change interface isρα∆Tgh̄ where
ρ is the upper mantle density,T − ∆T is the
temperature of the current (T being the ambi-
ent mantle temperature),α is thermal expansiv-
ity, g is gravity and the over-bar indicates a hor-
izontally averaged quantity (see Figure 1)The
average downward deflection of the endother-
mic phase change by the current’s temperature
anomaly isδ̄ = γ∆T

ρg
whereγ is the magnitude

of the Clapeyron slope of the phase transition
(with units of Pa K−1) and the temperature of
the phase boundary beneath the gravity current
is assumed to be fixed atT − ∆T . The aver-
age upward pressure on the base of the gravity
current is thenγ∆T∆ρ/ρ where∆ρ (assumed
positive) is the density contrast between the the
two phases. The ratio of the downward to up-
ward force is

FR =
ρ2αgh̄

γ∆ρ
. (1)

The force ratio FR is thus independent of
the magnitude of the downflow’s temperature
anomaly. The quantityF−1

R is similar to the
phase change density parameterS of Schu-
bert and Turcotte (1971) and the phase change
buoyancy parameterP of Christensen and Yuen
(1985) (withh̄ replacing the characteristic layer
depth). In this paper, we seek conditions for
which the ratioFR exceeds unity.

A planar downflow impinging on the interface
would ideally spread as a two-dimensional grav-
ity current. The mean thickness of such a cur-
rent supplied by a constant volumetric flow rate
per unit lengthq (with units of m2 s−1), is

h̄ =
1

xN

∫ xN

0

hdx =
qt

xN
(2)

wherex is the distance from the center of the
symmetrically spreading current. The leading
edge of the current propagates outward in timet
and occurs at [Huppert, 1982]

xN = ηN

[

α∆Tgq3t4

3ν

]1/5

(3)

whereν is the kinematic viscosity of the gravity
current (and slab or downwelling) andηN is a
dimensionless constant approximately equal to
1.

A cylindrically axisymmetric downflow im-
pinging on the phase change interface would
ideally spread as a disk-shaped gravity current.
The average thickness of an axisymmetric grav-
ity current supplied by a constant volumetric
flow rateQ (units of m3 s−1) is [Huppert, 1982]

h̄ =
2π

πr2
N

∫ rN

0

hrdr =
Qt

πr2
N

(4)

wherer is the radius from the center of the cur-
rent and the leading edge of the current occurs
at

rN = ξN

[

α∆TgQ3t4

3ν

]1/8

(5)

whereξN is a dimensionless constant approxi-
mately equal to3/4.
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Figure 1: Sketch of a cold descending current ponding and spreading laterally along an endother-
mic phase boundary. The downflow and gravitationally spreading lens is either planar (two-
dimensional Cartesian) or columnar (cylindrically axisymmetric). See text for definition of sym-
bols.

The force ratioFRP for the two-dimensional
planar current is given by

F 5

RP =

[

ρ2

γ∆ρηN

]5

(gα)4
3νq2t

∆T
(6)

while the ratio for the cylindrical currentFRC is
given by

F 4

RC =

[

ρ2

γ∆ρπξ2

N

]4

(gα)3
3νQ

∆T
(7)

For a planar downwelling, the ratioFRP de-
pends on time and is thus bound to exceed unity
for t sufficiently large. The required time al-
lows the gravity current to inflate vertically un-
til it has sufficient weight to penetrate the phase
boundary. For the columnar downwelling, the
spreading gravity current does not inflate sim-
ilarly since its lateral growth exactly balances
the injection of fluid at its center. The ratioFRC

is therefore independent of time and hence ei-
ther exceeds unity at all times, or never exceeds
unity.

Several strengths and limitations of the
model are worth enumerating. The gravity-
current similarity theory employed here [Hup-
pert, 1982] is most accurate if the current is thin
and/or the upper surface of the current is es-
sentially free-slip. Though we cannot assume

the former criterion, the latter one is valid for
a current whose viscosity is much higher than
that of the overlying medium, as in this paper’s
model. However, the underlying boundary (e.g.,
the phase-change interface) is assumed rigid,
which is perhaps less appropriate for applica-
tions to the Earth since the lower mantle is not
likely to be much more viscous than a slab. Even
so, the major drag on the spreading slab is likely
to come from the lower mantle; thus, short of
rigorously solving for lower-mantle flow (which
is unwarranted in this simple theory), use of a
rigid boundary is more appropriate than a free-
slip one. Allowance for a mobile lower layer
would cause the gravity current to spread faster,
leading to a smaller̄h at a given time; some
simple analysis, however, suggests that the de-
pendence ofFR on time is unlikely to change
significantly. The gravity-current similarity the-
ory also does not account for deflection of the
lower boundary. The theory is thus most appli-
cable if h > δ (or hρg/(γ∆T ) > 1) which is
valid for typical mantle parameters (see the “Ap-
plications” section below for parameter values).
The similarity theory also assumes that fluid
is injected at a constant volumetric flow rate
from an infinitesimally thin source (e.g., a zero-
thickness downwelling). Finally, thermal diffu-
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sion of the downflow’s temperature anomaly is
neglected. The decrease in∆T with time causes
two competing effects. First, it reduces the rela-
tive density of the gravity current, compelling it
to spread more slowly. Second, the decrease in
viscosity due to warming of the gravity current
induces the spreading rate to increase. Given the
typical temperature-dependent viscosities of sil-
icates, the latter effect is probably more influen-
tial. Even with these considerations, the typical
diffusion time-scale for a 100 km thick down-
flow with thermal diffusivityκ = 10−6 m2 s−1

is approximately 0.3 Gyr; as shown below, this
is significantly longer than the time necessary
for FR to reach unity. Thus, it is likely that if a
force balance favorable to phase boundary pene-
tration is achieved, it will occur before diffusion
becomes significant.

Application

With application to the real mantle and models
thereof in mind, we evaluate the above force ra-
tios for mantle-type parameter values. We as-
sume that the thickness of a planar downflow
is b =100 km, similar to that of a descend-
ing slab in the mantle. For a conservative de-
scent velocityw = 10 mm yr−1, the volumet-
ric flux per unit length isq = bw = 103 m2

yr−1. A columnar downflow approximates ei-
ther a strongly curved sheet-like downwelling or
slab (e.g., slabs associated with highly arcuate
trenches), or the intersection of several planar
downwellings. A tightly curled downwelling of
thicknessb is analogous to a column of radius
b for which Q = πb2w = πqb. For the in-
tersection of planar downflows, we assume the
volumetric flux of each current adds at the in-
tersection; this is suggested by studies of three-
dimensional convection which show that inter-
sections of planar currents are velocity maxima
[Bercovici et al., 1989a, 1992]. In this case, we
assume for simplicity thatQ = nqb wheren is
the number of intersecting downflows. In three-
dimensional convection, downwelling sheet in-

tersections are at the very least triple junctions
[Houseman, 1988; Bercovici, 1989b; Tackley
et al., 1993], implyingn ≥ 3. Thus regard-
less of whether columnar downwellings simu-
late strongly curved or intersecting downflows
(or slabs), the ratioQ

qb
is typically≥ 3.

The dynamic viscosity of the downflow is
νρ = 2 × 1024 Pa s, its temperature anomaly
is ∆T = 300K, density isρ = 4 × 103 kg
m−3, and for the remaining parameters we use
α = 3 × 10−5 K−1, γ = 4 MPa K−1, and
∆ρ/ρ = 10−1. We find thatF 4

RC = 1.3 Q
3qb

,
while F 5

RP = 1.3 × 10−7 t wheret is in years.
Thus,FRC is likely to just exceed unity, given
that Q

qb
is ≥ 3; the downward force of the cylin-

drical downflow can thus overcome the upward
force of the deflected phase boundary as soon
as the cylindrical downflow impinges on the
boundary. Alternatively,FRP will only exceed
unity for t > 8 Ma. A planar slab will be nec-
essarily delayed at the phase boundary at least
ten million years. It should be emphasized that
this is only the time necessary for a force bal-
ance favorable to penetetration to be attained.
The actual initiation of penetration depends on
other processes such as viscous resistance from
the lower mantle, and thermal diffusion of the
downflow’s temperature anomaly; penetration is
thus likely to occur well afterFR exceeds unity.
With all its intrinsic simplifications, the above
analysis merely suggests that columnar down-
wellings can begin to initiate penetration upon
contact with the phase boundary; whether ac-
tual penetration thenceforth proceeds is not pre-
dicted. In contrast, the planar downflow will be
delayed some finite amount of time before it has
even deposited enough weight on the boundary
to initiate penetration.

Relevance to Convection Models and
Subducting Slabs

The above theory implies that the cylindrical
structures at the intersections of a downwelling
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network in three-dimensional convection mod-
els will penetrate into the lower layer first and
begin to funnel off downwelling fluid from the
adjacent downwelling sheets. Once this oc-
curs, the volume fluxq into the two-dimensional
gravity currents will diminish, causing an even
longer – if not indefinite – delay time. In
other words, cylindrical penetrations into the
lower layer sap off fluid from the planar down-
flows thereby inhibiting them from descend-
ing into the lower layer. This effectively ex-
plains the observation from numerical models
that only cylindrical downwellings penetrate the
endothermic phase boundary.

The theory of this paper might also provide
insights into the apparent differences in the pen-
etrability of the 660 km transition by descending
slabs. The basic prediction of the analytic model
presented here, as well as the three-dimensional
numerical models, is that cylindrical-like down-
flows are the preferred sites of phase change
penetration. These models are, of course,
greatly simplified and do not incorporate some
very important aspects of slab dynamics, per-
haps most importantly the effects of oblique
subduction (e.g., Kincaid and Olson, 1987).
However, if applicable to the Earth, they pre-
dict relatively easier penetration of the 660 km
transition by strongly curved slabs (e.g., the
slab connected to South Sandwich trench), or
by slab material associated with the intersection
of two or more trenches (e.g., the triple junc-
tion of the Izu-Bonin, Japan and Ryuku-Nansai
trenches, and the junction of the Aleutian and
Kurile trenches). The test of this prediction,
however, necessarily awaits future seismic stud-
ies.
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